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classroom use of language records
by emsternstermst peutl

it may appear somewhat anachronistic in a period was played to the class to enable
in the age of the language laboratory to them to adjust to the speaker and his pace
write on the classroom use of language the first reaction of the listeners was usually
records and it is even superfluous when a perplexionperplexion upon replayre play this attitude
native speaker of the language is at hand changed to curiosity in the text presented
but teaching conditions are not always as the next step was to turn the students
favorable as we would like them to be and from purely receptive listeners into active
more often than not a native speaker is not recipients of what they had heard to
available indeed in developing countries accomplish this a small subsectionsub section was
even a good language record and a record played and playedreplayedre until some of the
player may be something of a luxury students were able to reproduce it the

in the following article the attempt will teacher explained in english whatever new
be made to show how grammophonegrammophone records vocabulary had occurred and had it written
were used as surprisingly effective teaching on the blackboard then the next unit was
aids with german speaking students both tackled and dealt with similarly until the
teenageteen age and adult at an intermediate stage whole section was covered when it was then
of proficiency playedreplayedre most of the students were usually

students had already acquired a good able to follow the speaker which gave them
knowledge of basic grammar and vocabulary a not inconsiderable psychological boost
the objective was a to introduce them to during the rest of the period the class
listening to and understanding a native members were asked to retellre tell whiatwheat they had
speaker of english b to enable them to heard with the teacher filling in whenever
reproduce orally and in writing what they gaps occurred
had heard and c to make them use it in a provided with the new vocabulary and
slightly changed context so that eventually having a fairly good idea of the contents of
they would be able to understand the textthetext the students were then required to
english language broadcasts and discuss write lvdown what they remembered at home
them and hand in their work prior to the next

lesson thus the teacher could easily see
dr ernst peutl received foreign what had given the students the greatest

language teaching degrees and his phd difficulty As they had no recourse to eitherfrom the university of vienna austria he
spent one year at the university of ofarkansasarkansas text or record this was a fairly reliable test
ass an exchange student and in 196566 was in the next lesson the section covered
a visiting fulbright lecturer on german at
clemson university south carolina the preceding time was played again and by

he is currently professor at the institute means of carefully prepared questions the
of higher adult education vienna austria students were questioned on detailsteaching english as a second language and
latin whenever there was native language

interference or a lack of clarity the
the texts recorded were mostly taken particular unit was played and playedreplayedre

from american and british magazines for until students were quite sure of its meaning
teenagersteen agers such as my weekly and could reproduce it without fault
readerybungreader young citizen and dealt with through this repeated presentation the class
concrete topics had their attention focussdfocussed on specific

before being presented the material of problems and eventually they were able to
the records was divided into relatively short reproduce the textlext independently and
sections the sentences of which were split without attempting to translate from their
up into semantic units each containing a native language
limited number of words and expressions this procedure was repeated with otherat first the entire section to be covered sections of the record and when finally the
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textaextaest was mastered by the majority of the
class they were given the original in print for
further work and exercises

it goes without saying that therecanthethererecancan be
no hard and fast orthodox rule to the
method outlined above as the needs of each
class have to be taken into consideration
but basically the same approach is
applicable in most situations A tape
recorder with a counter is a considerable
advantage as it eliminates the difficulty in
properly handling the pickuppick up it is also
handy in recording original radio broadcasts
in case suitable language records are not
available

what then are the main features of this
approach

1 very intensive monolingual practice
2 aural oral methodics combined with the english language institute of

writing practice the church college of hawaii has
3 improved pronunciation through added a new member to its faculty

intensive exposure to a native speaker and she is juanita N benionibegioniBenioni shown
above with her husband patoakatoa and4 gradual training to follow a native son Teterangiraninspeaker at a natural pace mrs tebenionibegioninionibioni attended the
kamehameha schools honolulu
hawaii and venice high school los
angeles california she is a recent
graduate of the church andcollege
received her in BATESLdegree

please send answers to the
thetextbook questionnaires to

editor immediately the summer
issue will carry a preliminary
survey of TESL materials
currently in use
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